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Camera Ready Submission Guidelines

Topic-of-Interest 1 (IOP-EES)

A. Before Camera Ready Submission
   ✗ Revise your full paper according to the reviewers' and/or editor' comments, if any.
   ✗ Your paper(s) should be formatted using IOP Proceedings' predefined styles. The author guidelines for conference proceedings and templates can be found here:
     - Author guidelines for conference proceedings.
     - Word templates to prepare your paper.
     - LaTeX style files to prepare your paper.

B. Camera Ready Submission
   ✗ Where?
     ✗ Please submit the camera-ready paper (including the author names and affiliations) through your account in the Morresiers: www.morressier.com
   ✗ NOTE:
     ■ If your paper requested for revision, the status "DECISION" of your paper's acceptance will change from "Accepted" to "Changes Requested."
     ■ Only the camera-ready paper that meets all of the terms and conditions in Point A will be submitted to the IOP-EES.
   ✗ When?
     The camera-ready submission link will be open until November 27, 2022.

Topic-of-Interest 2 (Springer-LNEE)

C. Before Camera Ready Submission
   ✗ Revise your full paper according to the reviewers' and/or editor' comments, if any.
   ✗ Your paper(s) should be formatted using Springer Proceedings' predefined styles. The Authors Guidelines can be downloaded here:
     - Word templates to prepare your paper
     - LaTeX style files to prepare your paper
     As part of the zip files containing the complete sets of instructions and templates for MS word or LaTeX.
   ✗ Please note that the decision to submit the papers to Springer is subject to the Turnitin similarity score. The only paper with a maximum similarity score of 20% (excluding the references) is eligible for submission to the publisher. Therefore, please ensure that the similarity of your paper(s) is no more than 20%.
D. Camera Ready Submission

- **Where?**
  - Please submit the *camera-ready paper (including the author names and affiliations)* through your account in the Microsoft CMT: [https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/](https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/)
  
  - **NOTE:**
    - In your **Author Console** will appear link to upload your paper: “Camera Ready Submission”
    - Only the camera-ready paper that **meets all of the terms and conditions in Point C** will be **submitted** to the Springer-LNEE.

- **When?**
  The camera-ready submission link will be open until **November 27, 2022.**

Once again, congratulations to you. I wish that all of the authors will give their best efforts to refine their papers for a successful future publication in the IOP-EES or Springer-LNNE Conference Proceedings.